
 

 

 

 

 

 Artifact Name: The Sword of (_____) . not good and usure of the naming system 

for New Tythonian things.  

 Assumed Location: Forested Island off the south eastern peninsular of Milil'ea  

 Type: Ancient Sword  

 Artifact’s Estimated Age: 1500 to 1000 BBY 

 Danger level: 3 or more depending on how far the cult goes.  

 Physical Description: Highly and Masterfully crafted Metal sword that was so 

perfectly preserved in a hidden vault in ancient ruins that it bares no rust and is 

still razor sharp 

 Description of Ability: No noticeable imbued abilities except for the cult like 

following the holder of the sword receives. This sword comes from the Iwu 

Koraha Legends of  their lost capital and culture. Some of the elders always said 

that gods from space came many years ago and taught them many advance things. 

Until due to a being provoked and trick by evil space gods they were driven from 

the world and took most of the technology with them.  The finder and bearer of 

the sword could be seen as the gods returned to unify the Iwu Koraha tribes and 

forgive them for their past sins.  

  

  

  

 FYI this fits the current wiki article when it states "It is known from oral tradition 

and scarce artifats, that their current tribal system developed many centuries ago. 

Scarce resources seemed to band groups of natives together into large families 

and tribes through necessity which created friendly and iften familial relations 

with other similar groups. After centuries the tribes of the Korahaii bonded into a 

single large alliance which recognizes every tribal leader and tribe as independent. 

When exactly this occurence happened remains unknown but tradition states that 

after a long conflict between the tribes, all the chiefs gathered under one tent and 

agreed to share all that they owned. This theory is highly unlikely and often 

dismissed as traditional story telling and embellishment. It is more likely that the 

tribes gradually moved towards a symbiotic lifestyle over the centuries, due to the 

lack of resources. 

  

 Another theory seems to have take root with some of the Jedi Archeologists in 

recent years. It states that during the centuries before the unification, one or more 

of the many tribes discovered a way to mine and process copper, giving them a 

significant advantage both in cultural, technological and economic growth. Due to 

the jump in technology, these tribes took a leadership role and gradually 

subjugated the others under their rule. As time passed by and leaders changed, the 

bond that held them together loosened and what was left was the current order of 



unified but independent singular tribes lead by a "council" of chieftains. This 

theory is being researched still but is gradually being accepted as more evidence 

is uncovered." 

 

 

this can be tweaked a bit but could work.  

 


